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ABSTRACT

Objective To summarize the literature describing computer-based interventions aimed at improving bidirectional communication between clinical and public health.

Materials and Methods A systematic review of English articles using MEDLINE and Google Scholar. Search terms included public health, epidemiology, electronic health records, decision support, expert systems, and decision-making. Only articles that described the communication of information regarding emerging health threats from public health agencies to clinicians or provider organizations were included. Each article was independently reviewed by two authors.

Results Ten peer-reviewed articles highlight a nascent but promising area of research and practice related to alerting clinicians about emerging threats. Current literature suggests that additional research and development in bidirectional communication infrastructure should focus on defining a coherent architecture, improving interoperability, establishing clear governance, and creating usable systems that will effectively deliver targeted, specific information to clinicians in support of patient and population decision-making.

Conclusions Increasingly available clinical information systems make it possible to deliver timely, relevant knowledge to frontline clinicians in support of population health. Future work should focus on developing a flexible, interoperable infrastructure for bidirectional communications capable of integrating public health knowledge into clinical systems and workflows.

INTRODUCTION

Computer-based clinical decision support (CDS) brings relevant knowledge to bear on decisions involving the health and wellbeing of a patient using the computer.1 The adoption of electronic health record (EHR) systems in hospitals and physician practices has introduced various forms of CDS into modern care delivery processes.2 Among other quality and safety outcomes, CDS is effective at improving clinician adherence to preventive care guidelines and alerting clinicians to potentially adverse medication outcomes.3–5

The definition of CDS can be broadened to include public health contexts and uses. Traditional examples of patient-centered CDS present clinicians with an alert or reminder when a laboratory value is out of the normal range or a prescribed medication might negatively interact with a patient’s other medications. Imagine instead a clinician reading an electronic note from the local health department that describes a newly discovered contaminant in the water supply that impacts the neighborhoods near the clinic, placing her population of patients at risk of a waterborne illness. The note might suggest ordering stool samples for patients presenting with gastrointestinal symptoms. Throughout the day, when certain symptoms are entered into the computer, the EHR system would automatically recommend a stool culture by placing that test in the physician’s order basket for review. This scenario is one example of what might be described as computer-based public health decision support, bringing relevant knowledge to bear on decisions involving the health and wellbeing of a population through the use of electronic information.

Adoption and use of clinical information systems and CDS is expected to increase significantly in the next few years given meaningful use incentives from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.5 The recently published final rule for stage 2 requires eligible hospitals and providers to implement CDS to improve performance on high-priority health conditions and healthcare efficiency.5 Meaningful use incentives further require eligible hospitals to submit reportable laboratory results and syndromic surveillance data electronically to public health agencies.

Increased adoption of advanced clinical systems consistent with the meaningful use requirements necessitates technologies to receive and process incoming electronic data and information into knowledge about a community, state, or nation. This is the role performed by surveillance, a core function of public health practice, which systematically collects, analyzes, and interprets data captured during routine clinical care.9 Public health traditionally has struggled to obtain accurate data consistently from clinical providers in a timely fashion.9–12 However, advances in EHR systems and the meaningful use criteria have spurred investment in a number of infrastructure projects to capture electronic data routinely from a variety of providers and clinical settings.13–16 Electronic methods that capture surveillance data from clinical settings have demonstrated improvements in public health agencies’ capabilities to monitor population health.17–21 A continued focus by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), among others, on increasing the adoption and use of technologies to capture and process electronic clinical data is expected in the coming years.22 23

To realize fully the potential of public health decision support, advanced clinical information systems must not only be able to send data to surveillance systems but also receive knowledge from public health. Electronically exchanging information both
to and from public health, bidirectional communication, requires an infrastructure with components beyond those called for in meaningful use or available through existing systems such as the public health information network (PHIN).

Current public health infrastructures tend to focus on unidirectional approaches, maximizing the ability to gather and analyze surveillance data. When communicating back to providers, manually intensive methods are used. For example, when informing clinicians about events such as influenza severity and localized Salmonella outbreaks, a local health department sends printed letters via US postal mail. These messages are likely to arrive outside of clinical workflow, making the information unusable by frontline clinicians. Furthermore, current methods may render the information obsolete if clinicians do not read it until days or weeks after the threat to public health. To examine electronic, bidirectional communication infrastructures in support of public health decision support, we systematically reviewed articles that described the development, use, or evaluation of technologies that disseminated information from public health agencies to clinical providers.

METHODS

We sought to identify articles describing computer-based interventions aimed at improving bidirectional communication. Two independent searches were performed in April 2010 and December 2011 of the English-language indexed and non-indexed literature in MEDLINE (1948 to December 2011) using a broad set of public health and informatics terms to maximize sensitivity. Keywords included, but were not limited to, the following: public health, epidemiology, preventative medicine, public health practice, EHRs, CDS, decision support, expert systems, and decision-making. We used MEDLINE search functionality, including the use of MeSH tree structures to broaden the scope of the searches and various combinations of the keywords using Boolean logic. Articles not available through MEDLINE were identified by searching Google Scholar, the Online Journal of Public Health Informatics, as well as personal bibliographies of the authors.

Eligibility criteria were used to identify articles that princi-pally discuss the ability of public health to communicate information to providers using the internet or clinical information systems. Known approaches to disseminating public health knowledge to clinicians using the internet, such as using a health alert network (HAN), were targeted for inclusion. Other articles were selected if they contained specific terminology, such as ‘bidirectional communication’ and ‘situa-tional awareness’, or if they focused on disseminating information about an emerging health threat to providers. Providers could access information from public health either through an EHR system, inbox, or other clinical information system. Information could be routed to providers automatically or via processes with manual components.

Eligibility assessment was performed independently using an unblinded, standardized manner by two reviewers. Disagreements between reviewers were resolved by consensus. Reviewers screened titles and abstracts of candidate articles identified through the use of the advanced MEDLINE search functions. Few articles (less than 10%) required full-text review to apply eligibility criteria.

Articles were synthesized using qualitative methods as our objective was to characterize approaches as opposed to summarize outcomes across trials. Two authors independently reviewed the full text of selected articles. Emergent themes were identified and summarized using analytic notes. The reviewers exchanged and discussed notes to formulate a final synthesis. Disagreements between reviewers were resolved by consensus.

RESULTS

Study selection

Preliminary searches of the literature for broad MeSH term phrases returned large numbers of articles. Public Health, CDS, and electronic medical record term phrases returned 123,663, 8,436, and 20,444 articles, respectively. Boolean logic was applied to narrow the candidate pool to just a few hundred articles. We then reviewed the titles and abstracts of the candidate articles, applying eligibility and exclusion criteria. This process narrowed the results to 10 articles. The article selection process is summarized in figure 1.

Articles focusing on adverse drug events are often indexed in MEDLINE using CDS or public health terms because they describe surveillance of a population for real or potential adverse events. While this is important work that contributes to the advancement of population health monitoring and decision support methodologies, it is outside the scope of this review and such articles were excluded. Articles were further excluded if they were focused solely on unidirectional surveillance methods, including statistical methods for identifying a disease outbreak or the capability to send surveillance data from clinical information systems to public health agencies. Finally, we excluded articles whose primary channel for data exchange between public health and clinicians was face-to-face communication or a broad but non-specific mailing, such as an e-newsletter updating subscribers on general health department activities.

Study characteristics

A search of the public health and informatics peer-reviewed literature revealed 10 articles whose primary subject was bidirectional communication between public health and clinicians. These articles are summarized in table 1. The table identifies the year of publication, methods described in each article to reach a specific target user audience, and target diseases if applicable. Article publication dates spanned a decade (2001–11), with half the articles published within the past 3 years (2009–11). A broad range of methods, target users, and target diseases can be found in the small set of articles.

Results of individual studies

The 10 articles describe a wide variety of computer-based interventions to disseminate knowledge regarding an emerging public health threat to care providers. The articles were classified into two primary groups. The first group described the use of a HAN to alert clinicians rapidly, often immediately, following the detection of an aberration (eg, increase in the number of influenza-like illness symptoms) or a natural disaster (eg, hurricane). The second group described methods to alert clinicians at the point-of-care via EHR or clinical information systems. Alerts were typically communicated following an initial public health investigation. Each set of articles contained a mix of evaluation studies and articles describing bidirectional communication processes or technical architectures that enabled communication.

Group 1: HAN approaches (4 articles)

Four of the selected articles described HAN designed to alert public health agencies, clinicians, and emergency management personnel rapidly during a public health event. Three of the four articles describe the architecture and methods designed to
alert target users of the HAN. These articles discuss the development and deployment (planned or actual) of a web-based portal that serves as the nucleus of the HAN. The portals in all three cases provide a range of services, such as alerting the user through a range of modalities including email, facsimile, and alphanumeric pager. The HAN portals further provide a platform for collaboration in which users can post documents and participate in community forums. Daniel et al. specifically referred to the collaborative aspects of the HAN as ‘bidirectional communication’. In the Massachusetts HAN, a significant syndromic surveillance event (eg, a dramatic increase in influenza-like illness symptoms) triggers the local public health jurisdiction to post a note to the HAN portal. The note details the cluster that generated the alert (eg, age ranges, genders, zip codes), and other HAN users can log in, view the information, and discuss.

Of the four articles, only Daniel et al. provided data and discussed the use of the HAN to alert users regarding a real, emerging public health event. The article presents three case studies describing how the HAN was utilized. In all cases, an increase
in the number of reported symptoms for a given category of illness produced an alert to the HAN user community. Within 3–4 h of the alert, a clinical responder pulled the affected patients’ medical records and posted a de-identified list of abstracted medical data for epidemiologist review. In each case, epidemiologic review ruled out the need for further investigation.

Group 2: EHR-based alerting approaches (6 articles)

Six articles describe approaches in which knowledge about emerging health threats and population health was disseminated through EHR systems. Three of the articles focused on describing either how EHR systems might support or the development of a system designed to support bidirectional communication. Garrett and Yasnoff examined public health guidelines to determine if they were ‘suitable’ for implementation within an EHR system. Amirfar et al. described the process by which the New York City Department of Mental Health and Hygiene developed and deployed 40 public health decision support alerts, such as screening measures for influenza and pneumococcal vaccines, to more than 2000 physicians via commercial EHR systems. Lombardo et al. reported the design and development of a prototype wherein clinicians access a knowledge repository of alerts created by various public health agencies through their EHR systems. The repository contains not only details on a given outbreak (eg, increased laboratory reports of Salmonella in a given jurisdiction) but also treatment guidelines from the CDC with recommended actions for treating patients in the affected area who present with similar symptoms. The other three articles describe the development and initial evaluation of bidirectional communication infrastructures wherein clinicians receive public health knowledge through their EHR system or a health information exchange. In Lurio et al., a large ambulatory practice implemented a process by which emerging public health threats trigger the creation and display of CDS alerts. The alerts are created manually following receipt of a message via the HAN to a member of the clinical leadership. Alerts are triggered based on patient signs and symptoms, and the alert is presented to clinicians during a patient encounter. Recommended laboratory and medication order sets accompanied the alert. The article presents three case examples that occurred over an 8-month period. In one case, a multistate outbreak of Escherichia coli from contaminated ground beef resulted in alerts during 287 patient encounters. Clinicians ordered Shiga-toxin assays and routine stool cultures in response to 65 (22.6%) alerts. However, no instances of E coli were confirmed by the laboratory. Clinicians responded similarly to the other alerts described in the article.

In Young, the medical director at an academic health system translates knowledge communicated in daily public health emails into a clinical reminder. The case involved rapidly changing case definitions and other guidance from public health regarding the H1N1 pandemic. Clinicians type a shorthand command within the EHR to access the most up-to-date H1N1 protocol. The protocol informed clinicians about who to test, how to test, indications for treatment, and so forth. A survey of a small sample of clinicians following deployment of the protocol revealed that many clinicians were either unaware of the protocol or never used it.

In Gamache et al., personnel at the local health department used software provided by the regional health information exchange to communicate alerts to clinicians. Clinicians received the alerts through their EHR system or via fax, depending on the technology capability of the practice. In the first of two cases described, the health department sent messages regarding H1N1 protocols to advise clinicians on who to test, how to test, indications for treatment, and so forth. In the second case, the health department provided routine updates on a localized outbreak of Chlamydia. The study collected data on physician testing behavior in response to messages and local health department costs associated with paper versus electronic messaging. Physician testing for H1N1 went down following receipt of updated testing guidance, but there was no change in testing rates following the Chlamydia messages. Estimated cost savings were observed to be approximately US$1.17 per message.

Synthesis of results

Our analysis of the selected articles suggests four key areas important for future research and development of bidirectional communication infrastructures: architecture, interoperability, governance, and usability. These themes emerged across studies and groups to define a coherent set of items facing surveillance and informatics professionals who desire to leverage modern information technologies to enhance clinical decision-making during emergent public health events.

Architecture

Technical architecture is important given the myriad disparate clinical and public health information systems in use across the country. The technical architectures described in the selected articles varied, suggesting there is little consensus on the best practices for bidirectional communication between public health and medicine. HAN approaches generally employed a central web server in which users logged in to view details for an alert pushed out via integrated email, fax, and alphanumeric pager systems. EHR articles described public health alerts that were input into existing CDS systems deployed within the clinical enterprise. In Lombardo et al., a web services architecture was deployed to allow commercial EHR systems to connect to a centralized repository of public health alerts. In Gamache et al., commercial EHR systems already connected to a health information exchange received information through a single connection point at the local health department.

Future bidirectional communication architectures will need to connect clinical systems with public health systems, and they will need to scale from local health departments to the CDC. Bidirectional communication architectures should consider how to leverage these connections, when possible, to enable information to be sent back to clinical systems. These architectures will further need to consider how to leverage existing national infrastructures, such as PHIN and the nationwide health information network, although new components may be necessary to reach the last mile of connectivity between clinical and public health. Finally, other architectural considerations, including security, customization, and scope, will need to be considered, developed, and tested.

Interoperability

To be effective and widely adopted, bidirectional communication infrastructures will need both semantic and system interoperability. Semantic interoperability has been defined as ‘the ability to import utterances from another computer without prior negotiation, and have your decision support, data queries and business rules continue to work reliably against these utterances’. Guidance on semantic interoperability and how best to represent public health knowledge was absent in the discussion of the selected articles. Articles by Garrett and Yasnoff and...
Lombardo et al. described the potential for a repository of public health knowledge. However, neither article discussed standardized knowledge representation within the repository, nor did the articles address how standardized knowledge could be disseminated among various jurisdictions. These are issues that must be addressed, and their resolution should be coordinated with similar efforts occurring in the clinical community to avoid duplicative systems.36 37

In addition, bidirectional communication will require system interoperability, or the ability to exchange transactional messages with other connected information systems. In Lombardo et al.29 the authors described the use of the health level 7 Infobutton transaction, a recognized standard in clinical systems. Using an Infobutton approach, the knowledge repository was able to interoperate successfully with systems at the CDC, the Regenstrief Institute, and two commercial EHR systems. In Gamache et al.,33 a different variety of health level 7 transaction messages were used to deliver information to commercial EHR systems. While these specifications were effective for their respective demonstrations, future bidirectional communication methods may define new use cases that go beyond these approaches. Furthermore, alignment of bidirectional communication standards with efforts including but not limited to PHIN, the nationwide health information network and the federal standards and interoperability framework38 will need to be considered.

**Governance**

Given different cultures and policies informing clinical and public health, appropriate governance is needed to distribute and manage disparate systems and the information and knowledge captured, stored, and communicated by those systems. Without governance, technologies simply create, maintain, and make available disconnected fragments of knowledge. The selected articles initiate discussion of important governance concepts, yet the articles leave many questions unanswered. For example, should states and/or the CDC build and maintain centralized knowledge repositories? Furthermore, what role, if any, do regional health information exchange organizations play in facilitating the creation of new alerts or the retrieval of alerts from public health repositories?

Several articles describe automated alerts based on syndromic surveillance system detection methods,24 27 30 while other articles describe manual processes to review syndromic signals before alerting end users.29 30 33 Public health agencies are likely to be the source of alerts and control their dissemination to clinical providers like those in Gamache et al.33 However, public health professionals should be aware of clinicians’ concerns about receiving false positive alerts, a known challenge with syndromic surveillance systems,39 and work to ensure HAN and similar distributed systems deliver only those alerts that are likely to improve patient care and are immediately actionable by the clinician. Human review within clinical institutions, or more sophisticated technological processes to ensure alerts are not superfluous, may be necessary to prevent ‘alert fatigue’.

Furthermore, information and knowledge become outdated over time. Effective policies and active knowledge management40 41 of bidirectional communication systems will be needed to provide for updates, depreciation, and expunging of guidelines, rules, and alerts. The active management will be critically important, as many public health alerts are likely to be temporary and local in nature (e.g., food-borne outbreak in specific zip codes). If knowledge is distributed across levels of public health, each level will need to have policies and procedures in place to steward its knowledge base.

**Usability**

Adoption of bidirectional communication infrastructures will probably occur only if the information sent from public health is useful and usable to clinicians. The articles in this review highlight that not all alerts impact physician behavior. In Lurio et al.,10 utilization of the public health knowledge-based alerts ranged from 2 to 22%. Gamache et al.13 found that emergent alerts were associated more strongly with clinician responses than alerts regarding repeated, chronic outbreaks of a disease. Screenshots in Lombardo et al.29 show the alert text filled more than a single screen, requiring clinician users to scroll past background information on the outbreak to access recommended actions. Furthermore, recommendations were not linked to clinical order sets within the EHR system, an approach that may increase the likelihood for action.

Disseminating alerts that physicians find confusing or unanswerable may result in increased cognitive burden for busy clinicians who are currently presented with a variety of prompts and reminders.42 Focusing on usability, the extent to which a system or application can be used to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use,43 can help bidirectional communications system and application developers create technologies that will enhance patient and population health while minimizing burden on system users.44 45

**DISCUSSION**

We performed a systematic review of computer-based approaches that support bidirectional communication between clinical and public health. We identified few (N=10) examples, and only four presented data from an evaluation of an implemented intervention.

For those articles in which an evaluation was performed, conclusions were mixed. Bidirectional communication infrastructure demonstrated capacity to leverage information technologies to deliver timely messages during an emergent public health event. In Lurio et al.,10 Gamache et al.33 and Young,31 processing and disseminating public health alerts as well as new information about existing events appeared to be a manageable task. Similarly, Daniel et al.24 found that clinicians were able to collaborate effectively with epidemiologists using a HAN to triage public health alerts. On the other hand, bidirectional communication mechanisms were not very effective at changing clinicians’ behavior or population outcomes. The alerts in Lurio et al.,10 for example, did not significantly impact clinician response in the cases of Legionella and measles. In Young,31 few clinicians were aware of the protocol or chose not to use it. Alerts for a chronic outbreak of Chlamydia appeared to have no effect in Gamache et al.33 In Daniel et al.,24 none of the use cases resulted in changes to clinical practice or patient treatment because the alerts were false positives.

These results suggest that bidirectional communication is a nascent but potentially promising area of public health informatics research and practice. Although the CDC and several states have taken steps towards creating bidirectional communication pathways, current efforts are only beginning to take hold. As previously noted, half of the articles identified were published in the final 3 years (2009–11) of the inclusion period. Additional investment in research and development of bidirectional communication infrastructure and methods will be necessary to enable public health agencies to participate in delivering up-to-date, actionable decision support to clinicians through care delivery systems. Without additional effort to develop and implement bidirectional communication approaches, electronic...
communications between public health and clinical care systems are likely to remain unidirectional. Clinical data are increasingly submitted electronically to public health surveillance programmes, but public health programmes generally lack the capacity to communicate feedback to clinicians electronically. Without new investment, public health agencies will continue to use less efficient methods including phone, fax, and postal mail. Such forms of communication may be disregarded in the increasingly digital practice of medicine and may therefore be promptly dismissed with other items deemed by clinicians to be outside of their workflow. This may further marginalize public health’s ability to impact provider behavior and population health.

The issues raised in these select articles are strongly related to CDS, because bidirectional communications is a component of public health decision support. For example, the importance of regularly updating centralized repositories of knowledge is well recognized in the CDS community as a best practice.40 46 Governance and legal issues surrounding the ownership and use of shared knowledge are also issues facing the CDS community.47 48 Interoperability and usability are additional shared challenges with CDS networks and systems.49 51 Advancing bidirectional communication to achieve the aims of public health decision support therefore presents an opportunity for public health to work with clinical organizations towards a common goal: better patient and population outcomes. Multidisciplinary approaches will probably be necessary to address the broad range of technical, organizational, and cultural issues facing both CDS and public health decision support.

The methods used to identify and include articles in this review may have introduced bias. Selection of English-only articles may have resulted in language bias with potentially relevant studies published in other languages being missed. Judgment of the authors when reviewing candidate articles may have excluded articles considered by others in the biomedical informatics community to be representative of bidirectional communication.

CONCLUSION

This review details the emerging literature describing bidirectional communication and suggests several areas for future research and practice: architecture, interoperability, governance, and usability. These challenges present opportunities for public health and informatics professionals to work together to design and implement solutions that will meet the needs of both clinical and public health stakeholders. Research and development in these areas will advance the science and practice of informatics as well as public health. Successful development and adoption of bidirectional communication infrastructures will stimulate better clinical decisions and lead to improvements in population outcomes.
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